Abstract. Optimal configurations of points arise in many contexts, for example classical ground states for interacting particle systems, Euclidean packings of convex bodies, as well as minimal discrete and continuous energy problems for general kernels. Relevant questions in this area include the understanding of asymptotic optimal configurations, of lattice and periodic configurations, the development of algorithmic constructions of near optimal configurations, and the application of methods in convex optimization such as linear and semidefinite programming.
Introduction by the Organisers
The workshop Optimal and Near Optimal Configurations on Lattices and Manifolds, organised by Christine Bachoc (Bordeaux), Peter Grabner (Graz), Ed Saff (Nashville) and Achill Schürmann (Rostock), was held 19 August -25 August 2012. This meeting has gathered 27 participants from various areas of mathematics, mostly Approximation Theory, Optimization, Number Theory and Discrete Geometry. Bringing together mathematicians with a variety of expertise on optimal configurations on lattices and manifolds was one of the aims of this workshop and was indeed fully achieved. A broad range of topics have been covered during the talks, especially minimal energy configurations, best packings in Euclidean space or on other spaces, spherical designs, Euclidean lattices and linear and semidefinite programming methods. Theoretical as well as computational issues have been addressed.
Eight survey talks were given by four participants at the beginning of the workshop, at the request of the organisers, in order to provide the younger participants with a better perspective on fruitful research directions. In addition, nineteen 40min talks have addressed more specialised topics. Also one Problems Session took place one evening, and one session gathered our group with the participants of the parallel workshop Rough Paths and PDE's.
Many recent and exciting results were presented during this week, including (but not limited to): the proof that for each N ≥ c d t d there exists a spherical t-design on S d consisting of N points, where c d is a constant depending only on d, the computation of semidefinite programming bounds for binary packings, the construction of kissing configurations in dimension 25 and larger that are better than the previously known, the discovery of an extremal even unimodular lattice in dimension 72, the solution of Tammes problem for thirteen points, and low complexity methods for computing near minimal energy points on general manifolds.
The diversity of participants and the broad range of topics covered during the presentations, as well as the warm atmosphere provided by the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach have stimulated fruitfull discussions and new collaborations among the participants. A detailed program of the week and slides for many of the talks are available from https://sites.google.com/site/ optimalconfigurations2012/. In the following the abstracts of the talks are included in alphabetical order of their authors. 
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